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The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM)



Background on the Kyoto Protocol
and flexible Mechanisms

The possibility of global climate change resulting from an increase in greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere is a major global concern. At the Thine!
Conference of the Parties (CoP 3) to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCCj heft} at Kyoto, in December 1997, industrialized countries
(i.e. Annex I countries1) agreed to accept binding commitments that would reduce their
collective GHG emissions, in the 2008-2012 commitment period, by at least 5% below
1990 levels2. These Annex I countries also agreed to make demonstrable progress
towards reducing GHG emissions by 2005.

Because climate change is a global problem, i.e. it does not matter where on the globe
GHGs are emitted — they all end up in the same atmosphere, many market economists
maintain that mitigation should first occur wherever it is cheapest. Thus Article J2.|)f the
Kyoto Protocol makes provisions by which those signatories who are required teyimJ|:
emissions can gain credit for financing cost-effective mitigation projects in developing
countries, while at the same time promoting sustainable development through the
provision of financial and technical assistance. This option is known as the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM). : : • -

The CDM could be of particular interest to developing countries, which are not subject
to emission limitations in the Kyoto Protocol. For example, the use of capitaHntensjye
nuclear power instead of less costly coal-fired electricity generation would result t r i ! ^
significant reduction in GHG emissions. Because many developing countries may riot feffi
able to afford the higher investments associated with a nuclear power project, pH
because nuclear may simply not be the least-cost generation option for a given
CDM offers an opportunity for (incremental) capital and technology transfer
by an Annex I country in exchange for GHG emission credits. The benefit to the
would be compliance with the emission limits set out in the ^ § | |
than if mitigation occurred at home.;;- .^M-Miki-

' Annex I includes the OECD (membership of /!9?pj::p!^sj!Be;lar;us^^
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, the Russian:FederatiSn>!i^fe Ukraine. :;.;1!: v i j i p i : ' z ^P '^JrffWW
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Inteipritation df'lSSrticfe,;^

COM Is one of three "flexibility" mechanisms; for grtiissipn reductions that were adopted
as part of the Kyoto Protocol3. However, CDM is the^dnly mechanism involving non-
Knnex I4 countries (i.e. those that are not subject to emission reduction commitments).
The other two can only be used among Annex I ci|ur(itries. CDM differs in a second
important way from the other two flexibility mechanisjT%~ under CDM, certified emis-
sion reductions (CERs) prior to 2008 can be applied toyyard Annex I country reduction
requirements in the 2008-2012 commitment period. Finally, a third difference between
CDM and the other mechanisms is that CDM is open to private sector involvement.

There are several important aspects of CDM beyond its contribution to the ultimate
objective of the Convention, i-e. stabilization of the atmospheric GHG concentration at
a "safe" level consistent with sustainable development. For a project to qualify under the
CDR it must provide more than just lower GHG emissions. Specifically, a CDM project
should

•!!• ̂ provide real, measurable and certifiable emission reductions that are additional to any
1
: that would occur in the absence of the project (additionally);

• ;: assist Annex I countries in complying with their quantified emission limitation and
^reduction commitments;

•; supplement domestic action in Annex J countries; and
• benefit non-Annex I countries in terms of technology, capital and know-how transfer.

The CDM will be under the authority and guidance of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol
and supervised by an Executive Board, the structure of which has yet to be defined. The
Certification of emission reductions will be organized by operational entities (also still to
toe; defined) under the Boards supervision. All CER units will be registered with the

; Board.

f The other two mechanisms are (a! Emission trading (ETJ^ including (rade^iq "Hot Air" (HA/ and (b/ Joint implementation
: plj. EJ: results from the adoption of[the.yJeasf^cqsti^i^atfpn'prthdptejnthat a firm or country with relatively low

. rnitigation costs may reduce emissions by ryp'r^ijjanJts^epm^ sell the slack to firms and countries
•'•, with higher specific mitigation costs. HA refers te!<3 particular form pf^ernission trading involving Annex I countries

that have experienced a dramatic decrease in GHG emissions due iq the institutional collapse of their formerly planned
: economies. These countries may emissions well t01oyv::the/r'limits,mandated in the Kyoto Protocol. This creates
:: emission reduction credits ("hotair" or "paper tonnes"! thai can pe traded Mt-a profit. Yet another mechanism is the
•; approach oftheEU - labelled "Bubbles (8U! where the cumulative GHG emissions of the region are reduced (the bubble}

in compliance with the Protocol, individual member states, tjowever, have been allocated differing reduction target
by the EU such that some may even increase: their GHG emissions, wtiile others must make reductions beyond the 8%

•\i. assigneetip the Protocol to the EU as ayyhgle, Ji, roughly speaking, is COM among Annex I countries.

All other countries (essentially deve^ping'tb^rtirieshnpt^belp^ I countries and hence not subject to
. emission reduction commitments. :il :%:'-•%'•'•],:,:'%,.''^.':::-,. .•''•'.. ::v 'W.:--.':;.v: ::|:' ::l|i



Implementation Crit#l|iii<||p|||£'81|^!0j.tFii Kp>to Protocol

There are several prerequisites .a§|p;c1fted"w1th the determination of a CDM project's
emission reduction levels. These include

• an unambiguous definition ipf project boundaries;
• the definition of a baselin^iprpject against which the CDM project can be evaluated;
• the definition of the CDM poject;
• mechanisms to ensure the measurement, verification and certification of actual emis-

sion reductions after project implementation; and
• the establishment of an adaptation fund.

Project boundaries delineate the physical and temporal boundaries of the current or
planned GHG emitting facility (the baseline facility) and should be set to minimize the
potential for emission leakage5. :i : :

The emission baseline is then the estimate of emissions that would occur in the absence.
of the CDM project, i.e. under business-as-usual practices within the defined boundaries.
The emission reductions under a CDM project then are the difference between the'base-
line emissions and the (actual) emissions of the CDM project after implementation.

The baseline is an important factor for the additionality criterion because the CDM project
must demonstrate that it generates1 real and incremental emission reductions that would
not occur otherwise. If the proposed project would have occurred anyway for other
reasons — e.g. profitable private sector investments, legal requirements, foreign aid, etc"
— it would not satisfy the CDM additionality criterion. Four further "additionalities" heive
also been discussed in connection with CDM — financial, regulatory, investment and
technology additionality — although these are not set out as formal requirements in tjhef
Kyoto Protocol. Financial additionality means that project funding would be:;additionai
to existing financial commitments of Annex I countries including official deV|ioprri|nt!

assistance and other systems of coopeijatio^::Regulatory additionality meahs th||:thet:
emission reductions exceed existing[ stanclardj:|,e. they would not have :beenj:||ianqJ||ed;;:

directly or indirectly by policy^or regulBiifi- l^estr^ent additionality :!meansl|bat;ir|e
value of the CERs significantly ;impr^|es-|||ffihancial|fom t^pproj|:c!t:;

Technology additionality means :|l|it::: l|pi SDM project i involves thj^fest^a^yailailie
technology for the host country g|i/pnf|||al cbnditiohs. "i:1 ;: \':> ,:: '%^ :-::^v%\,:[

There is also a movement withirrthe: UNF^CC.process to restrict eligible CDM projects to
those minimizing the possibility of "#a|a§e|t;:;an:d:;"hpt air" projects, and to establish strict
criteria that projects are sup^feriilferttairlfi^^dmesBc.action. : ;:;- -•"

5 Leakage occurs when the emission reductions from a psitticujpr project directly or indirectly cause an increase in
emissions at another location or time. This^duce^^e^emiss/Qh'reductio^benents of the project due to factors beyond
the project scope. M i i : ^ . ' : ; l l l l i ! : i i ^ • l i : i l i : ; i : ! : . . ' i ; - ! : h : : . •;."'• . y \ : '•'•",-" . . ••:•:. : i : .



The atiilplfjtfon fundi§0sed, 'f1rst,,|c|cc||ff' ̂ ^ff^r^l^&^xpenses associated with the
€t v^rif||ation, mdhitoring ar^'iiff^^^t^j^'fiffjt^^aryBi second, to assist developing

^f i ia t are particularly vulne^]^t^||n'^|pi^||Se •'impacts of climate change to
meet the costs of adaptation. The fundH#o|ild :%;:pn|jftced by a share of the proceeds
from the certified CDM projects — i.e. by a quasi-tax orpZDM projects.

Key issues related to the possible role of jiuclear power
as a CDM

1. Industrialized countries view CDM as an additional mechanism for emission reduc-
tions based on the concept of Joint Implementation (JJ), i.e. the accomplishment of
emission reductions elsewhere at lower costs than through domestic action; while
developing countries view CDM as a new venue for financial assistance, investments

: towards sustainable development, technology transfer, and the promotion of equity.

'•2, As Annex I countries are expected to make demonstrable progress towards reducing
GtfG emissions by 2005, now is the time to investigate the viability of CDMs in develop-
ing countries, particularly in light of the almost eight percent increase in global carbon
emissions since 1990 (see Table I — although total CO2 emissions of Annex I countries

•:• .'%:0aye declined by two to three pircetit since 1990; this is primarily due to the economic
;: collapse of the Annex I members of the Economies in Transition (EITs) and not a result of

determined greenhouse gas mitigation efforts). In most OECD countries, CO2 emissions
i .have gone up since 1990, not down, and economic recovery in other Annex I countries
f will boost their emissions as well.

3. The CDM is more contentious than the other flexibility mechanisms as it involves the
^ transfer of credits from countries not subject to emission limitations.

ij#. %;d3te;tf">£re"has been no formal debate at CoPs on the role of nuclear power as an
! i i i : t i e c n n o l o g y under the flexibfeffiechanism scheme. However, many environ-

J are keen to see the nuclear'pptionruled out, and an earlier submission
l*1 the :A^li2in:ce;i;pf SrriafJ l^and States (AC)S)S) proposed explicitly that

n l i M$0i•;sja||is::i|||;|:IH;;ji; .,. :::::::;:
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5. Outstanding details of tt^.'^0^§i^^ii^clCi0n^'a'cieci^dp on whicfr;ferBG miti-
gation technologies will qUali i f^fl^l^pDM^IiSeE^ be finalized at CoP^tb'be heief
in The Hague, 13-24 Novembei: fft||

6. The overall concept and relevance of the CDM is not clearly understood by many
developing countries and several have strong reservations about the CDM. There";

appears to be a Jack of awareness and understanding of the opportunities and issues
related to the CDM. The^rieed for capacity building around the CDM has been
demanded by G77 and China.1

The Role of IAEA in the Debate on CDM

A t t he 4 3 r d regular session o f the IAEA General Conference, Member States. requested
the IAEA to help countries in assessing nuclear power's role in light of global environ-
mental challenges and energy needs (GC(43)/RES/14). Such assistance should incfude
support for implement ing national case studies, and facil i tating access to relevant
information about nuclear power's role in achieving sustainable development in; devel-
op ing countries and in mit igat ing GHG emissions. • W

The dissemination of information on CDM is^of• particular importance to developing
countries, so as to enable Member States interested in the mechanism to take ah
active and in formed role in the.debate regarding the Kyoto Protocol and eligible
technologies.

Therefore, the Secretariat organized a series of information seminars,
training courses for Member States on the Kyoto Protocol, the Clean Development;:
Mechanism, Joint Implementation and Emissions Trading with particular emphasis on^
the potential role of nuclear power for GHG mitigation. :

 : ' :::

On request the Secretariat also provided training and assistance to several j f
States in the preparation of national case studies that explore the potential
nuclear power as a CDM technology. These case studies will be presented
respective national study teams during this side event at the 44th iAEA ^
Conference. M-X-:t\

Within the general criteria included in the Kyoto Protocol, the decision on which
technologies are eligible for GHG mitigation under the flexibility mechanisrns: is a|
sovereign decision of each country. • •"•:^M(;jr /


